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Run 2204 21/09/2009  

Hares: Furkhand and Chastity 
From: Cnr Bangaroo and Warringah St, North Balgowlah 

Nth end of Bangaroo St.  
On On: Gallery Café, Sydney Rd Seaforth, near roundabout. 
  
Run 2205 28/09/2009 

Hares: Pheasant Plucker and General De Gaulle 
From: Warriewood Beach Carpark (above the beach, not at the 

beach), Narrabeen Park Parade 
 
The Ball 

The Thirsty Ball is on on the 28th November 
Speak to Scud and try to organize a table!! 
 
For other details check the website (the EVENTS page is feeling neglected) 
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What follows is an account of the hugely successful run (2203) held 
from the Longueville Bowlo “The Diddy” (did anybody notice the 
street names): 

Hey - Mr Tamborine Bay Man 

 
On a mild spring night the usual suspects gathered at the 
sometimes alternative POSH Sunday club house to participate in a 
m.a.r.v.e.l.o.u.s (as Centrepoint would say) scenic run. 
Led by Cinders, Flying Scotsman and some local knowledge from 
Saltpeter the pack enjoyed the sights of Northwood, with Plunger 
going down on Lorna Leigh early on.  Christina, Anne and Francis 
felt ravaged before a few careless runners turned back on Cowper. 
 
The runners split off down “Dunnies” doing a loop around Woodford 
Bay before Mary was set upon by Moshie & Khyber on their way 
to Tamborine Bay.  Back with the walkers again the trail snuck into 
the bush on a magnificent trail along the aforementioned bay.  
Music had the sounds of Dylan washing through his head as he 
passed the out of service swimming baths. 
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Running around Riverview College, and past the rowing sheds, we 
were obviously to early for the teacher-pupil night games or maybe 
being to old we scared them off. 
 
Hanoi Bill accompanied by Copra decided the bush trail needed a 
trim so he carried his new found “whipper snipper” on the entire 
run (not to be confused with the young whippersnapper he found at 
the college).  Maybe this should be compulsory for all future 
summer runs. 
 
Our new found athlete Bunny Trapper excelled and is now 
registered for the Masters Games in October, hoping to keep up 
with Darwin Don who was also out training. 
 
Back at the Sunday Club House even a Final Tennis match at 
Flushing Meadows couldn’t interfere with a great night of fine food, 
humour and an excellent run from the hares: White Shit and 
Centrepoint.  The food, just the right thing for the mob, served at the right 

time, and plentiful, just shows what can be achieved when the Hares get 

involved and take charge of the entire evening so that it works as a whole.  

Awards/prizes will be presented throughout the year to hares who step up and 

provide a good evening (ed) 
Pictures thanks to your Hash Flash: Captions will be added on the 
web as required: 

 
On On- Goodbye 


